
The widespread use of the internet has given people access to information on a level never experienced 
before. How does this increase in the availability of information influence life in today's world?

Internet access has broadened people’s information. We can hear this sentence in almost every 
discussion revolving around this new achievement of human civilization. In my opinion, we can 
encounter this idea from two different points of view as I explain bellow:

On the one hand, this is fair enough if we refer to the very ability of access which is gained by the 
internet nowadays. There are many websites offering the an array of topics from cooking to abstractive 
philosophical content. In my experience as a researcher, the internet has have empowered me to read a 
dozen  books and articles by just some a few clicks where were I to do this along during days without it. 
Or people could be updated in some a  second after many events. For example, I can remember the day 
I read a news item about Thai coupe, before one of my Thai friends get got informed.

On the other hand, there is really a troublesome criticize criticism about information that the internet 
can offer people around the world. Apart from the accuracy of information, like those untrueth matters 
about famous people’s death or wedding which are notable here, there are two main problems with it. 
First of all, in the political aspect people are being played with information storm throw through popular 
sources almost serving as propaganda pressings or yellow magazines which is are simply recognizable in 
on political occasions. Secondly, we can ask a simple question: does is a bunch of information 
considered to be knowledge? In terms of science, information needs to be processed to be converted to 
knowledge. Philosophically, the human mind could not stand simply before the storm of information. It 
means, neither masses of people nor elites can absorb the plenty of data and comprehend them 
without spending a meaningful time to cluster and analyseis them. Now you answer, does the internet 
as a mediuma share this demand?

To sum up, there are a lot to say about the spread of internet affection on human-life but it is not 
possible to judge roughly about the quality of it determinately . Maybe, it is servingserves as a double-
sword to us as I explained. Finally, I should say all depends on individuals. There are many opportunities 
to enjoy get utilized thanks to this new gained achievement, or we can be being played. 


